Call to Order

Present: Andrew Thai, Crystal Inacay, Edward Lin, John Hughes, John Laxa, Liz Henry, Masoud Jalali, Miranda Pan, Norienne Saing, Raian Kutubi, Raul Herrera, Tammy Tong, Zaid Mansuri, Astrea Villarroel-Sanchez, Jason Jennings, Louie Cruz, Emily Roxworthy, Ellen Kim

Absent:

Motion to approve all non-approved minutes: Masoud Jalali

Survey Discussion

- Some dissatisfaction that Triton Food Pantry was ranked low
  - $151,000 next year → will be overfunded (next year not in trouble)
    - further future unknown
  - $33,000 basic needs coordinator
  - AS concerned with long term solution
    - AS has ability to ensure long term → their resources are vast
- Ashoka will likely advance → got funding last week
- SFAC does not allocate money (only makes suggestions)
  - estimated slightly over 1 million to allocate
- Cost of Career Services Center FTE
  - average midpoint salary is $65,000
  - cost of employee benefits is just under 50%
  - cost of computers, phones, etc.
  - totals about $105,000
- Graduates are underrepresented in student fees
  - at least 20% of fees from graduates
  - regents mandated fees → doesn’t matter if you’re undergraduate or graduate
- Survey should not be sent out to the entire school because they didn’t sit in on meetings and listen to the data
- Increasing RAFT by a small amount → generates a decent amount of money
- Greek life is only one entity, but ranked higher than Celebrate the Arts Day which affects a lot of students
  - need solution to be preventative and proactive for Greek life
  - two- year limit, if we don’t fund it → it disappears
  - ex: Arts and Humanities Career FTE is only given to one portion of students as well
  - idea: have workshops instead of educator
### Adjournment

**Present:** Andrew Thai, Crystal Inacay, Edward Lin, John Hughes, John Laxa, Liz Henry, Masoud Jalali, Miranda Pan, Norienne Saign, Raian Kutubi, Raul Herrera, Tammy Tong, Zaid Mansuri, Astrea Villarroel-Sanchez, Jason Jennings, Louie Cruz, Emily Roxworthy,

**Absent:**